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back in the

I98os,  I  was

introduced

to the reputed

oldest man in the M6doc. When

asked the secret to his longevity,

this spirited 98-year-old-who

had spent his entire life tending

vineyards-replied, "I drink a glass

of wine every day, bien s0r." But

what about the so-called essence of

life, water? Without hesitation, he

answered, "Water is for ducks."

This encounter was memorable

because rny father used the same

French clich6-water is for ducks-

and he also drank a glass of wine

each day with his lunch. So did

most people I  knew growing up

in France.

Today, French women have

one ofthe longest life expectancies

in the world. And by I99r, we

knew why. It's called the "French

Paradox." The French can eat

butter, eggs, and cheese and

still have a low rate ofheart

d isease because they also dr ink

wine-specifically red wine. The

antioxidants in red wine, when

i t  i s  consumed  i n  mode ra t i on ,

have been found to reduce

blood clots and "bad" cholesterol

production. Wine also is good

for the circulatory systern, and

i t  s lows the body's aging.

Even without biochernistry,

the ancient Greeks and Rornans

were aware of wine's healthful

properties. They used it as a

disinfectant, a wound dressing,

a diuretic, and an analgesic. We

know now that it also helps prevent

coronary disease and cancer and

reduces  u l ce r - caus ing  bac te r i a .

W-ine is a mild tranqu iTizer that / >>
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can lower tension and anxiety. And I just read that this

marvel even helps keep legs healthy (it's good for circulation).

Too much wine, though, is definitely detrirnental.

To realize wine's health benefits, we must apply the oh-so-

important rule of moderation. W-hich leads to this problern,

How can you enjoyjust a glass or two? FIow do you keep

wine's benefits and avoid its drawbacks?

Brought up as a typical French gill ofmy generation,

I started drinking wine diluted with water. But my true

introduction occurred when I was six years old. It happened

in Reims, the unofficial capital of the Champagne region.

A family friend taught me how to handle a Champagne flute

because he thought that children should be given une petite

goutte (atiny sip) in the proper glass. Thus, he established the

pleasure and moderation ptinciples simultaneously. And as

wine is always, always, always to be drunkwith food, there

were some nibbles to go with it (in this instance, gougires, the

tiny cheese puffs that are so great with Champagne). I never

forgot that fi.rst wine lesson, and later as an adult involved

in the wine business, I referred to it as the PMF (pleasure/

moderation/food) rule of healthful drinking. Thke pleasure

in wine, but always drink in moderation, and with food.

IT,S EASY TO BE SEDUCED BY THE PLEASURE OT' DRINKING

wine. It helps you relax and puts you in a good mood. Wine

definitely promotes gracious Iiving since la joie de uiure fot

most people comes via the table (through social eating and

drinking). Plus, there's the pleasure of looking at the color

in the glass, smelling the wine, sipping it, and enjoying its

wonderful aftertaste.

The key to this

enjoyment is moderation,

but what's the right amount

for you? The best rule is

not to consume more than a

glass or two a day, depending

onyour size, age, and

gender. And even large men

shouldn't be drinking more

than two or three glasses a

day. (Okay-the occasional

pleasure of a bit rnore won't

kill you, but it's still not part

of a healthful lifestyle.)

Just because a glass or two a day is benefi.cial doesn't mean

$6 ounces a week would be good for you, most especially if

you consume those ounces over the course ofa weekend.

Many people abstain all week only to imbibe their weekly dose

at a meal or two. Beyond intoxication, drinking too rnuch

wine can damage the l iver .  increase blood pressure,  and

weaken the heal t  muscle.
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llere's how I ensure moderation when I'm dining at home.

My husband and I know that after our fi.rst or second glass,

it can be deliciously sirnple to pour a third or fourth. So we

first bought some half bottles (375 rnilliliters), and after we

drank them, we kept the ernpties. Now whenever we oPen a

new bottle of wine for dinner, we immediately pour half the

contents into an empty half bottle and quickly cork it. The

wine has seen air for perhaps r$ seconds. Recapped and

usually refrigetated, it will last in top form for days, weeks,

and even months.

Ahalf bottle of wine equals about three full glasses. But

you should never fi.ll your glass more than two-thirds full,

To taste wine properly, you need room to swirl it, exposing

it to the air to soften it. Plus, the ernpty part of the glass is

what holds in the bouquet. IMe pour halfglasses at dinner, and

then enjoy two refills from the same half bottle. It is amazing

how easy it is to fool ourselves. Three pours are far more

psychologically fulfilling than one single pour in a large glass'

AT A DINNER PARTYJUST THIS WEEK, A WOMAN AT MY TABLE

said she drank vodka, not wine, because it has fewer calories.

Wrong. A shot of vodka (or any 8o-proof alcohol) is about

equal in alcohol and calories to a four-ounce glass ofwine
(and not everyone drinks their vodka outside sugary cocktails).

I am not a calorie counter, though-I deal in equivalencies.

A glass of wine is equal to a medium apple or roughly a slice

ofbread. So consider that glass to be another item offood.

If you're at a restaurant and want to watch your waist, skiP

the second (and perhaps the first) piece ofbread. Leave the

cannoli; take the wine. It's healthier.

Skip the bread-but do have a few nuts or a little cheese. In

anticipation of a glass of Charnpagne or red wine, I always eat

a little something. This slows the absorption process. Current

rnedical wisdom suggests that a glass ofwine per hour on a full

stomach is beneficial, so if you're at one of those three-hour

celebratory meals, an occasional second or third glass is fine.

WINE OPENSYOURAPPETITE,  COMPLEMENTS A MEAL,  ALLOWS

you to savor your dishes (and in the process, limits your

consumption). No satisfaction is more elemental and vital to

well-being than the pleasure we seek in what we eat. And the

pairing of wine with food can create just such a pleasure. One

of rny own idiosyncratic loves is Charnpagne with pizza. These

food-wine combinations can exceed the surn of their rrarts,

a classic I + I = 1 1. What fun, what adventure.

So when you raise a wine glass, remember pleasure,

moderation, and food, and you wiII give true meaning to

the traditional toast "to your health." Auotre sant6.. /t
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